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Section 1

1 1 nAn experimental invest'gat'o of skin friction on a porous flat plate in supersonic,

turbulent flow has been carried out. Useful data has been obtained at Mach number 3.2

(nominal) and at two Reynolds numbers of the order of 10 7. Measurements were made

x_ith a skin friction balance which permitted mass injection through its friction surface.

The injectant gas was nitrogen.

The results of the experiments are in essential agreement with the theory of Rubesin

as regards skin friction reduction _"ith mass injection. In addition, correlation of the

skin friction data with heat transfer measurements, conducted previously by Bartle and

Leadon, tend to verify the "Reynolds analogs"' between skin friction and heat transfer

developed by Rubesin. /]
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Section 2

INTRODUCTION

Reduction of momentum and energy transfer between a fluid and a boundary surface

by means of liquid or gaseous injection through the surface is by no means a new tech-

nique. Early experiments with "sweat cooling" of rocket nozzles date back to 1946 (ref-

erence 1). Measurements of skin friction in the presence of mass transfer were per-

formed as early as 1954 (reference 2). Both types of measurements have continued to

the present time (e. g., references 3 - 11).

Of the two types of measurement, heat transfer, being susceptible to direct evalua-

tion at the wall, is generally the simpler. The main obstacle here is generally one of

being able to control or evaluate all possible heat sources and sinks. On the other hand,
most skin friction measurements, with the exception of reference 6, have been based on

indirect evaluation through physical probing of the boundary layer with, e.g., pressure

probes or hot wires. The difficulty with pressure probe measurements results from the

fact that the finite size of the probe restricts the extent to which the wall can be ap-

proached. And, since surface injection distorts the velocity profile near the wall so

that extrapolation is difficult, determination of surface shear from a "wall" velocity

gradient is not the most desirable approach. An alternative to skin friction evaluation

from wall profile data is to integrate the velocity and density data through the boundary

layer to obtain a momentum thickness distribution over the test plate. Skin friction is
then calculated from a momentum-integral relation. Most investigators use this rela-

tion without regard for the fluctuating components of the turbulent flow. However,

Goodwin (reference 10) has shown that neglecting these terms may result in significant

errors in the presence of mass transfer.

Hot wires are more accurate than pressure probes due to their small diameter.

However, hot wires are overly sensitive to local jetting of injectant gas. In addition,

use of this instrument is impractical when foreign gases are injected since injectant

concentration profiles are required.

An alternate technique for skin friction measurement (reference 6) has involved the

determination of total drag reduction on a porous cone with gaseous injection. The data

of reference 6 showed considerable variation from theoretical predictions. Thus, an

independent check is warranted.
The measurement technique employed in the experiments conducted under the pres-

ent study is direct, once the zero blowing skin friction is established, and is based on

the classical floating element approach. The main variation has been to design the

element so as to permit mass transfer through the friction surface. Thus, the mass

transfer distribution over the test plate is continuous and local surface shear force is

evaluated directly.



The objectives of these experiments are twofold. First, it is desired to compare
the experimental results with available theories in an attempt to evaluate the usefulness
of these theories for predicting skin friction reduction. Second, it is desired to corre-
late the skin friction data with the previously conductedheat transfer measurements of
Bartle and Leadon (reference 7) to evaluate the Reynolds-type analogies predicted by
the various theories.



Section 3
NOMENCLATURE

A = area
Cf = local skin friction coefficient

C F = average skin friction coefficient

Cp = specific heat at constant pressure

F = (PV)w/(p _ uoo )
H = boundary layer form factor
M= Mach number

P = pressure
Pr = Prandtl number

Re = Reynolds number
St = Stanton number

T = temperature

u = stream velocity

v = injection velocity
V¢ = flow rate

6* = displacement thickness

0 = momentum thickness

H = turbulent eddy conductivity

em = turbulent eddy viscosity

p = density

3.1 SUBSCRIPTS

O

S =

W =

stagnation, or zero blowing (in the case of Cf)
sublayer edge
wall

free stream
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Section 4

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES

4.1 WIND TUNNEL

The experiments were conducted in the continuous operation wind tunnel at the Air

Flow Facility of the Thermodynamics Laboratory of Convair Division of General Dynam-

ics. Two sets of nozzle blocks were available producing Mach numbers of 2.0 and 3.2

(nominal) in the 3-1/2 x 6 inch rectangular test section. 1 Testing was conducted with-

out heating of the air supply so that stagnation temperatures were in the range 100°F to
125°F.

4.2 MASS TRANSFER CELL AND TEST PLATE

A schematic of the porous fiat plate model and plenum chamber (mass transfer cell)

is shown in figure 1. It is identical to that used by Battle and Leadon. The 5-1/2 x 16

inch flat porous plate was sintered from 5 microinch stainless steel powder. The solid

wall ahead of the plate was ground to an 8 microinch finish. To achieve a uniform sur-

face temperature, Bartle and Leadon constructed a compartmented plenum chamber

with each compartment separately valved. Thus, the distribution of injectant could be

varied along the surface of the plate and a uniform temperature maintained. This ap-

proach was followed in the experiments performed here to permit close correlation be-

tween the heat transfer and skin friction measurements.

The injectant distribution through the porous plate is set in the following manner.

The mass flow through the skin friction balance is established. Then the other compart-

ments are adjusted to give the desired mass flow profile along the plate centerline. The

maximum mass flow is located at the first compartment. Therefore, the maximum

valve setting of the first compartment becomes the upper limit.

Mass flow rate is measured with a hot wire anemometer. The anemometer is

equipped with a guard section to average the mass flow over a small area. A sketch of

the instrument is shown in figure 2.

In general, one surveys mass flow at approximately the midpoint of each compart-

ment. A ratio between each compartment and the balance mass flow is compared with

1Experiments conducted at Mach number 2.0 were not successful. Mach waves gener-

ated by a slight curvature of the leading edge of the porous plate reflected from the top

wall of the tunnel and intersected the friction balance. This is further explained in
section 7.



the desired ratio. Oncethe proper compartment ratios are obtained, the average com-
partment mass flow is established. (The age and condition of the porous plate has re-
sulted in non-uniform velocities in a few of the compartments. ) Normally, five points
are surveyed for each compartment. The average mass flow obtained generally agrees
with the centerline value. Finally, a centerline survey at each 1/2 inch provides a
smooth curve for an integration to determine the average mass flow. The ratio of the
balance to the average mass flow is used later to calculate the balance mass flux param-
eter.

The total injectant flow to the porous plate is measured by a Fischer and Porter
flowmeter and corrected for pressure and temperature. The flowmeter reading is giv-
en in percent and the corresponding flow at STP is obtained from the flowmeter calibra-
tion curve. The flow is corrected to pressure and temperature by the expression

• • * /PFM (in. Hg. A) 530o F

(WFM)P, T = (W)sTPV" 3-0 in. h_. "A" TFM(°F) (1)

The resulting flow is corrected to lb/sec and divided by the plate surface area to give

the expression

_p VBa 1 _ [(W)p, T1 lbm (2)

(PV)Ba 1 = \PVtotal/[AplateJ ft2sec

In this expression (PVBal/P Vtota l) is based on the mass flow survey.
A typical injection distribution is shown in figure 3, compared to the distribution of

reference 7. Some degradation in porosity is observed near the leading edge of the

plate. However, this is not taken to be significant since the center of the floating ele-

ment is located roughly 11-1/4 inches downstream of the start of the porous section.

4.3 SKIN FRICTION BALANCE

The application of the floating element technique to the present investigation re-

quired the following considerations: (1) that the balance be designed for incorporation

into the flat-plate wind tunnel model described in paragraph 4.2; (2) that the balance be

properly located in the friction plate to avoid edge effects originating with the plate

(while this was achieved at M = 3, at the lower Mach number edge originated problems

did occur; these are explained in section 7); (3) that provisions be made for regulated

injection of transpiration gas through the porous floating element; (4) that the gap be-

tween the floating element and the model plate be isolated from the flow of transpiration

gas; (5) that the displacement monitoring be frictionless; and (6) that provisions be

made for precise alignment of the floating element with respect to the model plate.

(Problems associated with alignment are discussed in section 6. )

][iii
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The resulting configuration is shown in figures 4A and 4B. The lettered references

are identified below. The porous floating element (A) is bonded to the end of a small

plenum chamber (B) with an asbestos filled epoxy resin. The porous disc is sintered 5

microinch stainless steel powder, 0. 250 inch thick. The floating element is supported

on three fixed-end flexure rods (C) which are held stationary at the lower ends with set-

screws in separate rigid cylinders (D). These cylinders are brazed into the base ring

(E). Injectant gas is conducted to the floating assembly through a flexible metal bellows

(F), bonded at the top around a hole in the floating plenum (B). The bottom of the bel-

lows is bonded to a 1/8-27 pipe fitting (G). A base leg (H) extending from the base plate

secures the pipe fitting with an O-ring seal (I). Displacement of the floating element is

monitored with a miniature differential transformer (J). The transformer core is sup-

ported by a bracket extending from the floating plenum, and the transformer coil assem-

bly is supported by an adjustable bracket mounted on the base plate. The transformer

leads are fed through a miniature connector potted into the base plate. Two thermo-

couples (K) are housed in the porous element and extend through the bellows. The fric-

tion surface of the floating element is centered in the downstream portion of the porous

plate. The installation is shown in figure 5.

One of the major design problems involved the necessary reduction of the pressure

gradient at the edge of the floating element due to the gap. Previous designers of float-

ing element instruments, not concerned with mass transfer, reduced these effects by

chamfering the edge of a circular floating element and by positioning it 0. 001 inch below

and parallel to the model surface. However, when provisions are included for gas in-

jection through the floating element, the chamfer would disturb the continuity of the in-

jected flow distribution. The alternative was to reduce the maximum flow-directed

component of the gap such that it is much less than the main stream boundary layer

thickness, in order to satisfy this condition and still obtain adequate stop-to-stop dis-

placement for the floating element, the surface geometry shown in figure 6 was pro-

posed. The maximum longitudinal component of the gap at the cusps (dimension B of

figure 6) is 0.075 inch which results in a gap-width to boundary layer ratio of about 1:7.

The minimum gap dimension (A) is roughly 0.0075 inch.

Additional interruption of the boundary layer at the gap due to passage of gas

through the gap is eliminated by sealing the porous edges of the floating element and

flat plate with an epoxy resin and by isolating the plenum region beneath the floating

element from the compartment which houses the balance. This isolation is provided

by the cylindrical wall, which is an integral part of the base plate in figure 4A and
which seals at the bottom side of the porous plate with a molded elastomer. 2

Displacement of the floating element is monitored with a Schaevitz miniature dif-

ferential transformer using a Daytronic Type 61 readout device. The scale resolution

is 0.00005 inch. The transformer core does not contact the coil assembly when the

core is properly aligned; hence, the deflection is reversible.

2Injectant gas leakage through the gap did occur at times. However, this situation was

easily identifiable by its influence on the static pressure distribution in the vicinity of

the balance. Of course, no data was taken to be reliable under these conditions.



Vertical alignment of the balance includes simultaneous alignment of the floating
element with respect to the model plate andof the transformer core with respect to the
coil assembly. Sincethe transformer is inaccessible whenthe balance is completely
assembled, the core must be aligned while the subassembly (including the floating ele-
ment, flexure system, transformer, andbellows) is removed from the housing. Then
the subassembly is installed and alignment of the floating element is obtainedby adjust-
ing the pressure on the O-rings adjacent to each of the three base legs and the base
plate. If proper alignment cannotbe obtained and it is necessary to move one or more
flexure rods in the base legs by adjustment of the respective setscrews, it again be-
comesnecessary to remove the subassemblyto realign the transformer core. Then,
whenthe balance subassemblyis reinserted in the housing, the desired alignment is ob-
tained by readjusting the O-ring pressure.

4.4 CALIBRATION

Calibrations were performed employing the specially designedfixture shownin fig-
ure 7. The fixture has a tee-shaped arm balancedon a knife-edge support. One side
of the tee carries a pan to hold calibrated weights, andthe other side holds a counter-
weight to balance the weight of the empty pan. A prong on the bottom of the tee contacts
a block resting on the floating element. The lever ratios are such that the calibrated
weight is equal to the horizontal force applied to the floating element. Calibration is
obtained by dropping successive weights into the pan and observing the incremental de-
flections. The calibration is linear throughout the allowed displacement.

The effect of transpiration blowing is to slightly displace the zero-point of the float-
ing element as a result of the tendencyfor the bellows to become straight whenpressur-
ized. The effect on the spring rate (slope of the calibration line) is also slight. Never-
theless these effects are always accountedfor. Thus, each injection test point is sepa-
rately calibrated. A typical calibration curve is shown in figure 8 over the range of

blowing rates.

4. 5 ASSOCIATE MEASUREMENTS

In addition to the basic skin friction measurements, instrumentation was provided

to record wall temperature and static pressure, stagnation temperature, stagnation

pressure, and injectant temperature. Further, a micrometer adjusted surface impact

pressure probe (50 mils in diameter) could be located 1-1/2 inches upstream, down-

stream, or directly over the floating element to provide an independent check of the

zero blowing skin friction measurement. As in reference 7, the performance curves

of Fenter and Stalmach (reference 12) were used to evaluate the zero blowing skin fric-

tion from the impact pressure measurement.

10



Section 5
ZEROINJECTION BOUNDARYLAYER CHARACTERISTICS

The measurements of Bartle and Leadon established that the boundary layer over
the test plate was turbulent. This wasverified during the present study.

The boundary layer was surveyed with a small (0.008 inch by 0.025 inch) pitot
probe, andvelocity and density profiles were computed. Profiles taken directly over
the skin friction balance and 1-1/2 inches upstream and downstream of its center are
shownin figure 9. (These were used in the calculation of the boundary layer shape
parameter. )

Employing a Stewartson type coordinate transformation, Burke (reference 14) shows

that the boundary layer shape parameter (6"/0) is given by

m = _ 1 + H i (3)
0 Too

where H i is the shape parameter in the transformed "incompressible" plane. For a

(1/7) turbulent velocity profile in the incompressible plane, H i = 1.28. Then, at Mach

number 3.2 (6"/0) as calculated from the above equation should be close to 6.6. Table

1 below lists the measured form factors. They are seen to be within 1 percent of each

other and quite close to the form factor predicted by equation 3.

Table 1

MEASURED FORM FACTORS

Location (6"/0)

1-1/2 inch upstream

Over balance

1-1/2 inch downstream

6.06

6.04

6.00

For comparison, H i for a laminar boundary layer in the "incompressible" plane is 2.5.

This would lead to a compressible form factor, at the present test conditions, equal to

about 10. Thus, the boundary layer is taken to be turbulent.
Similar measurements were not taken at Mach number 2 for the reasons indicated

in section 7.
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Section 6

VERTICAL POSITIONING

Proper vertical positioning of the balance with respect to the surrounding plate is,

without question, the most critical ground rule of the experiments. For example, table

2 shows a typical variation in Cfo measurements with vertical displacement.

Table 2

VARIATIONS IN Cfo

Approximate Vertical Cf Error
Displacement o

-0. 002 inch -20%

-0.0015 inch -10%

+0.001 inch +20%

The basis for these variations may, possibly, be explained in the following manner:

With the balance below the plate surface a net adverse pressure gradient may occur

over the instrument. This would result in a decreased Cf . With the balance above theo
plate, the measurement now includes the total drag. That is, both the dynamic pres-

sure and a balance base drag add to the balance skin friction to give an erroneously high
deflection.

The situation is further complicated by mass injection, particularly when the bal-

ance position is high. Injection distorts the upstream velocity gradient, reducing the

dynamic pressure on the balance. Injection also simulates "base bleed," thus reducing

the "base" drag of the instrument. The result is a relatively large decrease in total

drag or, if not interpreted correctly, what appears to be a large reduction in "skin

friction" as a result of the mass injection. At high injection rates, this trend is re-

versed. Drag reduction ceases and, in fact, begins to increase with mass injection.

The reason for this is not clear. However, it indicates a net positive pressure gradient

either over or within the balance assembly. Thus, data taken with the balance located

high, with respect to the plate, is not usable since the non-friction drag components

vary with injection, and therefore, cannot be linearly subtracted from a total drag mea-
surement.

As a result of the above considerations, a significant part of each experimental run

involved the determination of the proper balance setting. This was achieved by compar-

ing the zero blowing measurement with that recorded by the impact pressure probe.

13



The balance would thenbe adjusted until both readings matched within a few percent.
Folloxx2ngproper zero positioning, the balance would be recalibrated andthe zero read'
ing checked again. In most cases, it was found that a balanee position roughly 0.0005

inch below the test plate surface resuIted in the best correlation between the probe and

balanee measurements for zero blo_ing and in a smoothly varying and repeatable skin

friction variation with mass injection.

14



Section 7
PRESENTATIONOF DATA

Skin friction datawere acquired in the following manner. After stabilization of the
wind tunnel conditions, the proper vertical positioning was determined. Then, nitrogen
gaswas metered into the mass transfer cell. The injectant gaswas slightly warmed to
keep the plate temperature relatively constant (close to the zero blowing adiabatic wall
temperature) throughout the tests. Balance deflection was read directly from the Day-
tronie unit and converted to shear force via the calibration curve. The shear force was
then divided by the balance area andby the stream dynamic pressure to obtain a skin
friction coefficient.

Figure 10 shows the basic data taken at Mach number 3.18 and at a stagnation pres-
sure level of 110 in. HgA. This corresponds to a Reynolds number, based on the 33 inch
distance from the nozzle throat, of about 1.9 x 107. The different symbols indicate sep-
arate tests. Repeatability appears to be within a few percent.

For these test conditions, the momentumthickness Reynolds number is about 33,400.
From the analysis of Deissler and Loeffler (reference 17), this would lead to a zero blow-
ing skin friction coefficient of about 0. 0011. The zero blowing skin friction coefficient

as measured by the balance was about 0. 0009; lower than the theoretical prediction.

Nevertheless, it is consistent with the previous measurements of Bartle and Leadon and

the present impact probe measurements.

Figure 11 shows the data plotted as Cf/Cfo versus 2F/Cfo. The theoretical predic-

tions of Rubesin (reference 13) are shown in the same figure. Correlation appears to be
excellent.

Figure 12 shows the basic data taken at Mach number 3.18 and a stagnation pressure

level of 220 in. HgA, superimposed on the 110 in. HgA data. Here, significant balance
vibration occurred for zero blowing, as indicated in the figure 1. The data were there-

fore reduced to Cf/Cf_ plots in two ways. First C_ was determined by extrapolating
_O

the skin friction data _o zero blowing (a familiar technique for heat transfer measure-

ments). Secondly, Cf o was taken to be that recorded by the impact probe. These data
are shown in figure 13 together with the data taken at 110 in. HgA. The variation be-

tween the two sets of data is seen to be small. However, there appears to be a slight

Reynolds number dependency, as predicted by Rubesin. This is more easily seen in

figure 14 where Cf/Cfo is plotted against 2F/Cf along with Rubesin's theoretical pre-
dictions for both Reynolds numbers.

1As soon as significant blowing was begun, however, balance vibration essentially ceased.

15



It was also intended that databe taken at Machnumber 2.0o However, it was found
that at Mach number 2.0 a Mach wave, generatedby a mechanical distortion of the lead-
ing edgeof the porous section, reflected from the upper wall of the tunnel and impinged
on the exact location of the skin friction balance. Data takenunder these conditions are
not felt to be reliable and are therefore not presented.

A comparison of the Mach number 2.0 pressure distribution with the Mach number
3.2 pressure distribution is shownin figure 15 to illustrate the effect of the Mach wave.
Also included are subsequentdata taken at Machnumber 2.0 on a new plate, purchased
after the termination of the present study. Here, the leading edgeeffect is seen to be
completely eliminated. However, program limitations prohibited installation of the
friction balance in the new plate.

16
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Section 8

EVALUATION OF REYNOLDS ANALOGY

Most theoretical evaluations of heat transfer in the presence of nmss injection (see

e.g., references 13, 14 and 16) evolve through (1) the determination of a basic skin

friction law and, (2) the derivation of a relationship between skin friction and heat trans-

fer (i. e., a Reynolds analogy for mass transfer). The resulting equation describing

Reynolds analogy is usually of the following form (reference 15):

St (2F/C f)

C-'-T = - 1 (4)

2

Pr

2F) 2F Us
(I (i+--cf

-i

where a "turbulent" Praladtl number (e c /e ) equal to unity has been assumed. Thus,mp H
considering (2F/Cf) a parameter in itself, the only other influencing factor on (St/Cf) is

seen to be the velocity ratio at the edge of the laminar sublayer (Us/U¢o). Dorrance (ref-

erence 15) treats both (2F/Cf) and (Us/U_) parametrically and shows that any separate

increase in either one increase (St/Cf). These effects are shown in figure 16, repro-

duced from reference 15. Thus, it is to be expected that unless a considerable reduc-

tion in (Us/U_o) occurs with mass injection, the Reynolds analogy parameter (St/Cf)

should increase with increased mass injection. In fact, this trend is shown both by the

analyses of references 13 and 16:

The calculation of (St/Cf) from the heat transfer data of Bartle and Leadon and the

s kin friction data of the present study is complicated by two factors. First, it was

found to be impractical to perform skin friction measurements in a heated condition.

This was due to the fact that differential thermal expansions within the skin friction

balance caused the floating element to be non-flush with the plate surface. As pointed

out in section 6, this results in measurements which are impossible to interpret. Sec-

ondly, although the skin friction measurements were conducted in the same mass trans-

fer cell as were the heat transfer measurements of Bartle and Leadon, the latter were

performed at the University of Southern California Engineering Center (as pointed out in

reference 7) while the former were performed at the Convair Division of General Dynamics.

It was found to be impossible to generate supersonic flow at the low stagnation pressures

employed at USC-EC. Thus, the Reynolds numbers attained during the skin friction mea-

surements were somewhat higher than those of the heat transfer tests.

According to Rubesin, the effect of Reynolds number variation on a correlation of

St/St o versus F/St o is small.

17



According to Knuth and Dershin (reference 16), both heat transfer and skin friction
may be correlated in a reference temperature planeby a single curve, regardless of
Reynoldsnumber.

The approach taken here is directed towards evaluation of both theories. The follow-
ing steps are then taken:

1. Rubesin's Theory
a. The St/Sto versus F/St o data of Bartle and Leadon are scaled according to

Rubesin's theory to correct for Reynolds number. This amounts to a max-
imum correction of about 10percent at the highest blowing rates.

b. The data are then multiplied through by a zero blowing Stantonnumber cor-
responding to the average adiabatic wall skin friction measurements. This
leads to a smooth plot of St versus F.

c. A smooth curve is drawn through the C_/C, versus 2F/C_ data. This is
lO LO

then converted to Cf versus F by multiplying through by the average mea-

sured Cf .

d° The rati_ St/Cf is then formed at particular values of F and plotted as

St/Cf versus 2F/Cf so as to permit comparison with Rubesin's theory.

The results of these calculations are shown in figure 17. The Reynolds

analogy factor (St/Cf) is seen to follow the general trend predicted by

Rubesin but is somewhat higher at the lower blowing rates.

2. Theory of Knuth and Dershin.

The "universal" curve of reference 16 was based in part on the heat trans-

fer data of Battle and Leadon. Thus, the remaining step requires only that

the skin friction data taken here be converted to the reference temperature

plane and plotted against the "universal" curve. The resulting data are shown

in figure 18. It is seen that the low Reynolds number data fall close to the de-

sired curve; the higher Reynolds number data fall somewhat below the de-

sired curve.

18



Section 9
COMPARISONWITH OTHER DATA SOURCES

Figure 19 showsthe data taken during this investigation compared with the data of
references 2, 6, 10, 11, 18, and 19. The data are seen to fall close to the low speed
data of references 2, 6, 11, and 19at the low blowing rates, and close to the low speed
data of references 10 and 19at the high blowing rates.

The Machnumber dependenceobservedby Pappasand Okunofor supersonic flow
over a porous conehas not been observed for the fiat plate experiments performed here.
While the reason for this difference is not perfectly clear, the following observation is
offered.

It maybe, that the values measuredby the cone, include the effects of local pressure
gradients. Examing a familiar integral form of the boundary layer momentum equation,

it is seen that the local skin friction is influenced by pressure gradient through the last
term shown below:

Cf = 2
[

5* 2] dp
+_ - M _ (5)

8 e dx

An accumalation of small, local positive pressure gradients on a cone could easily

increase the skin friction over that anticipated for an "ideal" cone. Thus, it is suggested

that the Mach number effect observed by Pappas and Okuno may only be apparent for total

skin friction on a cone and may not be relevant for local fiat plate skin friction.
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Section 10

CONCLUSIONS

It has been established that the balance technique can be used to provide reliable

skin friction data with mass injection. Correlation with theory shows that the method

of Rubesin satisfactorily predicts the skin friction reduction with mass injection over

the range of the test conditions. Rubesin's theory is also found to be somewhat better

than the method of Knuth and Dershin for these test conditions.

Correlation with the heat transfer data of Bartle and Leadon shows that Rubesin's

"Reynolds Analogy" is also accurate over the test conditions.
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